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INTUITIONISTIC FREE ABELIAN GROUPS

D. van Dalen

F.J. de Vries

0. Introduction

In classical mathematics the existence of free abelian groups is totally

.unproblematic. Products of copies of Z provide all free abelian groups. In a

constructive setting the matter is however not that simple. If all free

abelian groups were of the form
Zx

for some set X we would run into trouble.

E.g. take the free abelian group generated by {a,b} where the equality of a and

b is unknown. Would the group be Z or 12? Or even worse, using the classical

analogy, the free abelian group generated by IR would be
7ZIR,

i.e. assuming

continuity, the trivial group {0}.

A first version of a construction of free abelian groups was presented by

the first author in Oberwolfach, Januari 1984. Subsequently the second author

suggested a considerable simplification.

The existence of free abelian groups (and more general objects) was studied

by B. Lesaffre in topoi [3]. Our construction is purely internal and uses no

specific intuitionistic or constructive principles, hence it entails the exis-

tence of free abelian groups in all topoi with a natural number object.

The investigation of free abelian groups with apartness is a new feature,

not studied in categorical logic.

Discussions with D.S. Scott and A. Visser have been most helpful.

1. Construction of free abelian groups

In order to obtain free abelian groups we basically have to use the tradi-

tional method of concatenating words. In order to avoid complications we first

consider free abelian monoids over a set X. In this paper a word over X is a

mapping from n to X, where for convenience n is the set of natural numbers

less than n. In particular 0 =0 and there is a unique mapping from 0 to X, the

empty word. Concatenation is defined in the obvious way. A word w of length n

will be written as a1...an and the concatenation ww' of a1...an and a,'....am'as

a1...an al'...am'. The empty word is denoted by E and WE =Ew =W for all w.

We want to identify words of the same length that only differ in the order

of their elements.
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1.1 Definition a1...a n-b1...bm if n=m and if there is a permutation a of n+1 such

that bi=a6i'

Observe that E- C.

1.2 Lemma - is a congruence relation with respect to concatenation.

Proof. Obvious.

1.3 Lemma Let X* be the set of all words over X, then X*/- is the free abelian

monoid over X.

Proof. The multiplication on X*/- is defined by a1...a1/Nob1...bm

ai...anbi...bm/N. The neutral element is E/-. The definition of - takes care

of the commutativity of the multiplication. Define i:a.---)a/ - and let f be

a mapping from X to an abelian monoid M.

Define 4(a/-)=cp(a) for all aEX.

We extend canonically to arbitrary elements of X*/-: (a1...an/-)=cp(a1)...cp(an),

(i) the diagram commutes by definition

(ii) is unique. Suppose X also makes the diagram commute, then Xoi(a)=cp(a)

for all aEX0 so But then obviously

Note that the proof is completely general, X may be any set. E.g. if X=o, then

Our next step is the embedding of the free abelian monoid in a free abelian

group. The procedure is similar to that of embedding ]N in Z.

1.4 Definition For an abelian monoid M (with +) define (u,v)-(u',v'):=u+v'=v+u'.

1.5 Lemma - is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Immediate.
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1.6 Definition Mg:=MxM/-

(u,v)/^-+(u',v')/-:=(u+u',v+v'

0:=(u,u)/-

1.7 Lemma Mg with + and 0 as given in 1.6 is an abelian group.

Proof. Routine.

81 :Mg -G such:M -G there is a unithen for each ueIf f - ( 0)L. qcp: mo + m, ,emma

that M f Mg commutes.

L

G

Proof. Define ((u,v)/^-)=p(u)-cp(v). The remainder of the proof is routine.

A combination of lemma's 1.3 and 1.8 yields the desired existence of free

abelian groups.

1.9 Theorem Every set X generates a free abelian group FX.

I.e. there is a mapping X_LFX such that for all cp: X-+G there is a unique

homomorphism such that the following diagram commutes

X FX

tp i

Al

G

1.10 Examples We will demonstrate the difference in character between classical and

intuitionistic free abelian groups in the framework of Kripke models. In our

examples the poset is the two-element linearly ordered set (for Kripke models

cf. [2], Ch. 5).

a)

12

The requested mapping i consists of the pair (i1,i2). The homomorphism f in

3
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){a,b} 71xz

{ a} 4

f
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the Kripke group on the righthand side has to make the diagram commutative..

Let i1(a)=1, i2(a)=(1,0), i2(b)=(0,1), then f(n)=(n,0).

{a,b}

Observe that the condition for freeness makes the local groups also free

abelian, hence our choice above. From the commuting of the triangles and the

top and lefthand square the commuting of the righthand square follows.

These observations hold for Kripke-models in general, this helps to con-

struct free abelian groups. One puts classical free abelian groups in the

nodes.

b) {a} If i1(a)=(1,0),

f
i (b)=(0,1),

1

i2(a)=1,

{a,b} _ ZxZ `then f(m,n)=m+n.

2. Subgroups of free groups and projectivity

2.1 Proposition Subgroups of free abelian groups need not be free.

Proof. We again consider a suitable Kripke model.

{a} 9 71 id Z
Jid h id (h(n)=n)

{a} f ) 2Z h 71

The group on the righthand side is trivially free. Suppose that the group

in the middle is also free, then there has to be a generating set on the left-

hand side. The only mappings that have to be determined are f and g. It is no

4
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restriction to assume the generating set to be of the form indicated above.

Since the local groups are free we know that the local sets are singletons.

There are a few choices for f and g. Let us consider one: g(a)=1, f(a)=2. Then

h(f(a))=2 and g(id(a))=1. Contradiction.

Whereas in classical. mathematics 'projective' and 'free' coincide for abelian

groups, this is not the case intuitionistically.

2.2 Proposition Free does not imply projective.

Proof. Let X generate F freely, then consider the following diagram

F f X

g

G
h

H

The following are equivalent:
(i) l exists with hock=gof
(ii) co exists with hoop=g
(i)=(ii) There exists a unique cp with cpof=l, and g is the unique homomorphism

such that gof=hol. Now also hapof=hol, so g=hoop.
(ii).(i) Define then hol=hocpof=gof. So if F is projective, then we
must be able to find a mapping l such that gof=h4. Take for X the group {S,T}
with S+T=T+S=T, S+S=S, T+T=S, where S= in I n=0 v (n=1 n A)} , T= {n i n=1 v (n=0 n A)}

for some proposition A.
Take H= 71/(2), G=X and h(O)=S, h(1)=T, and gof=idX.

X
E__ -- H. Suppose 4 exists, then 4(S)=4(T) v4(S)/4(T).

h

In the first case A holds and in the second case -iA holds. Hence Free Pro-

jective implies the principle of the excluded third. (The example is adapted

from D.S. Scott [5].)

We remark that A. Blass [1] has shown in classical set theory that. the axiom

of choice is equivalent to the projectivity of arbitrary free abelian groups.

The argument is even simpler for our construction of free abelian groups..

Let Ai be inhabited for all iEI. Consider the free groups FI and F
u A

where UA i= U {(a,i) IaEAi I. The projection TT: F UA -'FI with
iEI i

is surjective.
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So consider FI I

a' \
FU A i TT

4
FI

If FI is projective then rr splits: a: FI-+FUAi and abTT=idF I.

Now for iEI, a(i)=(a,i)EUAixI with aEAi, i-- is the required choice
function for the family {AiliEI}. So (Free * Projective) AC.

An analysis of the standard classical proof of the equivalence of free and

projective shows that a projective abelian group is a subgroup of a free

abelian group.

3. Free abelian groups with apartness

So far we have discussed (free) abelian groups in general; in an intuition-

istic setting, however, one is apt to consider groups with a little extra

structure: apartness.

A group with an apartness relation, #, satisfies a number of extra conditions.

In the first place the well-known axioms of apartness

AP x#y-,y#x
,x # y-x=Y

#y

In the second place the operations have to be strongly extensional, i.e. F is

n

strongly extensional if F(al,...,an)#F(b19...,bn)- W a
1
.#b

1
.

i=0

So in particular xy # x'y' -x # x' v y # y' and x-1 #Y- -x # Y.
From the apartness axioms it immediately follows that the equality is stable,

i.e.
Furthermore one easily shows that x # x' -yx #' yx' A xy # x'y and x # y -x-

This contrasts with the easy fact that free groups generated by a set with

apartness do carry an apartness relation.

Since we are dealing with abelian groups we will write groups the additive way.

The first question that comes to mind is 'do sets with apartness relation

generate free abelian groups with apartness relation'? The answer is: no.

We will show that there is not much choice for an apartness relation on FX.

The possible apartness on FX is suggested by the strict extensionality of the

group operation. Say a1...an/- # b1...bn/- then also

6
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al/-.a2/-. ... an/-# bn/-. and so W ai/N # bi/-. Assuming that
i

the embedding of X into FX preserves apartness, this means Wai # bi. But since

the group is abelian we may permute the b:'s, this yields M Tai #b , where

Sn is the symmetric group on n elements.
aESn

i ai

We will show that this expression defines a genuine apartness relation.

n n
Let B:= -I M W a # b -+ W M a =b (which is just another way of

n aESn i=1
ai

aESn i=1 ai

writing - al...an #bl...bn - al...an=bl...bn, where we crudely simplify the

notation: strings stand for elements of FX and since the apartness on Fx is

unique, we denote it by #).

Put APn=A+Bn and APW= U fin
n<w

3.1 Theorem X satisfies AP(' .0 FX carries an apartness relation extending the one

on X

Proof. The required apartness follows from the above considerations.

al -an #b
1

..bm:=n#m v (n=m A s Wai # b a. )
Cr i

We have to verify the laws of apartness. Symmetry and irreflexivity are evi-

dent. The law-ix # y E x=y is guaranteed by the Bn's. We only have to show the

validity of the disjunctive property:

al ...an # cl ...Ck v c1..ck # b1..bm.

The only important case is n=m=k.

So let AW
ai

# bQi. We consider strings cT1...cTn for all TESn , and apply

a i

the disjunctive property of the apartness on X. This yields
#cT7 V CT? # bQI)

T 6 1

/a1 (W ai #
CTS

V W CT # ba;)
T a i G

(*) /a1 (W ai #
CT1

v /4 W c, # ba.r)
T 1 6 1

W al # CT1 v

Q

W CT1.# bGl

Only the last implication is not entirely trivial: if (*) holds, then for each

TESn we have W a
i
#cor

Cr

W Ti # bQi. If for all T we have Wai # cTi then

7
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Al Wai # cT i follows. If we have for one specific To that A W cT i # b0 then
T a i 0

/a'1 W ci # b0 follows.
a i
The defined apartness relation obviously extends # on X.

3.2 Proposition (i) F. Bn-'Bm for n>m
(ii) V B-'Bn for n>m

Proof. It suffices to consider n=m+1.

(i) Let , a1...am# b1...bm, then also ,a1...ama1 #b
1'**

b
m
aV So by Bn a1...ama1=

bi...bma1 holds, hence there is a permutation of the lefthand string that is

identical to the righthand string.

If one of the al's is taken to a1 we have ai...am=bl...bm, if not, say aj is

taken to a1(j#1), then there are k and 1 such that the first a1 is taken to

bk and the last one to b1. Now consider the mapping that takes the ai's dis-

tinct from the last a1 into the bh's given by the above mapping, with the

exception of aj, which is taken to b1. This yields the required permutation

that establishes a1...am bi...bm.

(ii) We construct a Kripke model in which all
Bm

for m<n hold and in which

Bn+1 fails.

We have indicated the identity relation in the diagram. The apartness relation

is empty in a0 and inequality in the topnodes.

a1 a2 I
an+1

of

We will prove K 1= B. That is for all m-Ltuples P=(pl,...,pn) and Q=(q1'...,qn)

of elements of the domain in a0 we have to show that

.a01 F -i 4f1 W pi # qa i
-- W / X 1 pi =q0 .

a i a i

D
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It suffices to show that a0IF-i

6

W pi # q61 implies aOIF W A P1. =qa i.
So let us suppose a011-741 W pi # qo1, which comes down to: for each k>O there

exists a permutation akESn such that for all i<n akIF pi = q6
k(i)

(*)

Assume for a moment that the number of occurrences, of ai in P is larger than

in Q. (**)

By construction of the model akIF ai =b
k*

Let pi ,...,pi list all elements in

P that are equal to a1. 1 1

Because of (*) aklF ai=qa
k

(i for 1<j<1.
j

I.e. q (i is either ai or bk for all j. It follows from (**) that there is

k J

at least one gak(iJ) such that go.
bk.

So we find for each 1<k<n+1 that bkEQ.

Contradiction, for Q contains only n elements. We conclude that P and Q have

the same number of occurrences for each ai and bj. Thus clearly there is_a per-

mutation 6ESn such that pi=q0(i) for all i. Hence for all modes o we get

a IF W A p = q6(i).
0 Q i

6(i).

Now for K IV Bn+1: it follows immediately from our,construction of K that

a
0

1 F -iM W ai # bai but a0IF WM ai = bQi o
6 i 6 i

3.3 Corollary APw is not finitely axiomatizable.

The relation defined in 3.1 is the weakest among all apartness relations on

FX extending X.

3.4 Proposition Let X have an apartness relation #.

(i) If F X has an apartness relation #' extending #, then #v, where

# is the apartness relation defined in theorem 3.1.

(ii) Equality on F X is not necessarily stable.

(iii) Not every F X carries an apartness relation.

Proof. (i) There are two steps involved, the transition from X to the free

abelian monoid M
X,

and the transition from the free abelian monoid MX to the

free abelian group FX.
Let us consider the last step first. Suppose #F extends #M, i.e.

<w,O> #F <v,O> .- w#MV.

Then < w,w' > #F < v,v' > " < w+v ,V+w' > #F OF

H < w+v ,v+w' > #F < w' +v,w' +v >

< w+v' , 0 > +F < 0 , v+w' > # F < w' +v , O >+F< O ,w' +v >

a <w+v',O> #F<w'+v,O>

N < w+v' #M w' +v >

9
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Hence the apartness relation on M X extends uniquely to one on FX.

For the second step, assume a1...an#Mbl...bm/-.

We consider two cases, n=m and nom.

The assumption is equivalent to a1/-.
... .an/ #M .bm/~'

If n=m, then by strong extensionality m Wai/N #M bQi/-, and since #M extends
Qi

# this is equivalent to /m Wai #bQi, i.e. a1...an/- # b1...bn/-.
a i

If n/m, then a1...an/- # b1...bm/- is immediate.

(ii) Consider ab=cd (in an abuse of notation)

ab=cd -. [ (a=c A b=d) v (a=d A b=c) ]

The following Kripke model shows that ab=cd-gab=cd can fail

Y

Observe that (a=c A b=d) v(a=d n b=c) ]

and albs (a=c A b=d)v(a=d A b=c)

(iii) Immediate from (ii).

It is natural to ask if there are any sets in real life that satisfy AP'-

Obviously sets with a decidable equality relation qualify, but there it roughly

stops. We note that there are sets without a decidable equality that satisfy

AP`s, for APB' [ bxy (x=y v x*y) .

This can be seen as follows: evidently APB' is a subtheory of EQd (decidable

equality), under the convention #:=*. If AP`s [-bxy (x=y v x*y), then

&n F- vxy (x=y v x*y). The latter, however, is refuted by the models

exhibited in the proof of proposition 3.2.

As a matter of fact it is a simple exercise to concoct a model for AP''j with

undecidable equality from those models.

The next candidate for a natural model of APB' would be Baire space. One can,

however, easily show that already AP2 fails in Baire space.

Consider AP2: -i((a#c v b#d) A (a#d v b#c)) -+ (a=c A b=d) v (a=d A b=c) .

10



We consider a topological model of the theory of choice sequences: the elements

of the model.. are continuous functions of
NN

into itself.

We first split NN into two open sets A,B and a point a0 that belongs to the

closures of A and B.

Let a be the identity, b a function with b(a)=a a a=a0.

Then define c by crA = atA, c1B = bCB and d by dPA = bl'A, dlB = c(a0) = d(a0) = a0.

Now Qa=cy =[b=d]1 =A=[[a#d] =Qb#c]I.
Qa=d1) =Qb=c]I =B=Ea#c,] =[Eb#d]

So (-i((a#cvb#d)A(a; dvb#c)).3 = NN
and LE (a=cnb=d) v(a=dnb=c) ]] =AvB.

Hence AP2 fails in the model.

It remains to be seen what kind of subsets of Baire space (or the continuum)

satisfy &Pn. Our counter example above can be reproduced for the simplest pos-

sible fan with underlying tree consisting of sequences of zero's followed by

one's. In general the question may be asked what kind of models there are, say

in Baire space, of sentences in the language of apartness. E.q. are the conti-

nuum and Baire space elementarily equivalent?

Finally we point out that the axioms APn can for all purposes be replaced

by equality axioms, since

-x(41 W(ai #b61)) =b6.)).
Q 6
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